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Good Sportsmanship is Worth More Than all the Fish in the Ocean

LARRC DINNER MEETING SPEAKER

he January dinner meeting speakers will be rod
and reel maker Pro Gear. Yihsu (Eshe) Kao,
Danny Jimenez, and Oliver Solis will speak to the
history of the company and detail their products
known to be solid, simple and proven.
Come to the dinner meeting and learn how in
the beginning conventional reel makers laughed at
the idea of a one-piece aluminum frame.With insight,
determination, and entrepreneurial drive, Eshe developed and manufactured the first ever one-piece
aluminum frame. And as they say, the rest is history.
See more at http://www.progearreel.com
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THE SIXTY-SIXTH
ANNUAL
DAN FELGER
AWARDS
BANQUET AND
FOUNDATION
AUCTION
SUNDAY,
FEBRUARY 26!
SEND IN YOUR RSVP
TODAY!

Please RSVP — ASAP!

Email your RSVP to LARRCDinnerRSVP@Yahoo.com
or magodfrey2@yahoo.com
Please state your name, and if you are bringing a guest, state your guest’s name.
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PRESIDENT’S
CORNER
By Donald Goldsobel
Donald@dgoldsobel.com

THE BANQUET IS COMING. FEBRUARY 26 AT
BRAEMAR COUNTRY CLUB. HAVE YOU SENT
IN YOUR RESPONSE? I HOPE IT SAYS YES.
GOOD FELLOWSHIP, FOOD AND GREAT AUCTION ITEMS. We look forward to gathering together
and seeing friends we have not seen in a while.
As I head into the end of my first year in office, I begin to
appreciate more than ever the assistance I have received
from the Board of Directors, Past Presidents and stalwarts
such as Steve Simon and Dave Levinson. Thank you all.
Congratulations to John Ballotti. After serving three
terms as LARRC president and a current member of our
Board of Directors, he took on leadership of the local
CCA CAL chapter and now he has been appointed to a
4 year term on the 20 member Marine Protected Areas
Federal Advisory Committee (MPA FAC).We are proud to
have John represent the interests of sport fishing and the
health of the oceans’ fisheries.
Look for an update of the on-line Yearbook which will
contain a complete calendar of events that are currently
scheduled. Look for a new Family Picnic date.
The Kids Trip planning committee will soon be forming. If you want to get involved, this is the Club/Foundation
primo event. We will be seeking volunteers. Do something really significant to make this event happen. Call me
818-970-4578.

M EMBERSHIP N EWS

The following individuals have applied for Active
membership:
• Phil Solomon a Dentist from Long Beach
• Alex Chen a General Contractor from Chino Hills
• Robert Quiroz an Engineer with Virgin
Galactic from Redondo Beach
The Board of Directors is pleased to welcome returning member Sol Zide who was approved for
membership at the November board meeting.
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Lou Berke Trout Derby for
Special Needs Students

Date - FRIDAY -- April 7, 2017
Place - Hansen Dam/Lakeview Terrace
Time - 7:30am - 2:00pm

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

assist kids fishing, preparing/serving food,
taking pictures, tackle prep
Also - will need shirt size from all participants.

Please call STEVE SIMON 818-980-7470 or
email direct to simonmurphy08@sbcglobal.net

p.s. - you don't have to be a member to help i.e., family, friends, relatives, etc. - no children
under 13.

Los Angeles Rod & Reel Club Foundation

Tribute Opportunity

Tribute Cards are available when you want to
send your thoughts or feelings for –
Anniversary
•
Appreciation
•
Baby Announcement
•
Bar/Bat Mitzvahs
•
Best Wishes
•
Congratulations
•
Graduation
•
Illness
•
In Memorandum
•
New Home
•

Your LARRC Foundation is a charitable organization.
Donations maybe deducted.
Tributes will be posted in the Chum Line.
Tribute cards will be sent to recipient.

Information Request and Donations may be
addressed to:
Mrs. Tammy Steinman
5826 Ostrom Avenue
Encino, CA 91316
818-987-2645
818-345-6104 Fax
tammy2508@socal.rr.com
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PREVIEW OF SELECT FOUNDATION AUCTION ITEMS

The Foundation Raffle at the annual Club banquet is
always a treat. Soon you will receive a mailing with
the raffle tickets and a complete listing of all seven
raffle prizes. This is a preview of coming attractions.

Shimano Talica 10 II Reel with Terez Rod
This is a perfect combination
for Southern California fishing,
bigger fish department. The two
speed reel is small in size but
sturdy enough to handle the big
bluefin should they stick around another year. Powerful reel for yellowtail and big white sea bass, with the
added attraction of being able to shift into low gear
when necessary. The matching Terez rod is light and
a joy to handle all day at the rail. Fill the reel with 50#
or 65# spectra, topshots of 30# to 80# fluoro.
Terez rods are the first ever fishing rods built to fish
PowerPro. Using TC4 technology, Shimano created
the lightest and most powerful rod ever built, with EVA
grips and custom Aluminum Reel Seats matched with
the new Fuji K Guide with Alconite Rings.

SHIMANO TRINIDAD 20A
with 8 foot TERAMAR ROD
This is a perfect combination for throwing iron at yellowtail. Or chasing white sea
bass. Or any type of off shore
fishing. Put 30# or 40# mono
on the reel for casting. Or, if
you like to cast with Spectra,
30# to 50# spectra, leaving
enough room for your preferred mono topshot.. Teramar rods are built with high quality materials in the
style of west coast rods, shutting off to allow more lifting and pulling power, for West Coast techniques.
Shimano says: Teramar Inshore rods feature topof-the-line Fuji components and TC4 Construction
material. For West Coast anglers, Teramar Series has
a rod for the specific techniques of your home waters.
Shimano Stradic C14+ Spinning reels
For all fans of great spinning reels, the Shimano
Stradic C14+ is a highly regarded reel with a line capacity of 140 yards of 8 pound mono. The fast rate of

retrieve brings in 35 inches per turn of the handle.
Matched with an 8'6" two-piece Shimano IM6 graphite
rod, this is the spinning rod to have for local fishing.

Curado 300EJ low profile baitcasting combination
The Curado 300 EJ is a low profile bass reel with
a capacity of 200 yards of 50 pound spectra. If you
are a monofilament fan, you can pack on 240 yards of
12 pound mono. The reel has six ball bearings and
high-efficiency gearing. The Dartanian drags will withstand the strongest fish runs, after which the power
handle makes for a smooth retrieval. The super stopper and variable brake system assist in the technicalities of fishing. Pair this with a Seeker Blue Lightning
CSW808 trigger stick rod custom wrapped by club
member Robby Cohn and you are inshore fishing in
style for calicos or yellowtail with top of the line equipment.

Xbox One Minecraft Edition
Own the Xbox One S Minecraft Favorites Bundle
(500GB), featuring everything you need to build, survive, and explore! Get full game downloads of
Minecraft for Xbox One and Windows 10, plus additional Builders Packs. Craft new Minecraft worlds together with friends on Xbox Live, the most advanced
multiplayer network. With the new Xbox One S, you
can watch 4K Blu-ray™ movies, stream Netflix and
Amazon Video in stunning 4K Ultra HD, and play a
growing library of Xbox 360 games. With all the
biggest blockbusters this year, there's never been a
better time to jump ahead with Xbox One.
iPad Air2

Easily viewable with a large 9.7 inch display. The
thinnest iPad ever, loaded with advanced technologies, including an 8 megapixel camera. 32 GB storage. Color: gold.
But you will have to wait for the next issue of the
Chumline, or the raffle tickets to arrive in the mail.
Sweet dreams.

BUT WAIT, THERE’S MORE TO COME!!!
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ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS
Submitted by Eric Rogger

u
PACIFIC BLUEFIN: Pacific Coast Sportfishing recently
reported that a petition had been received by NMFS (National
Marine Fisheries Service) asking that the bluefin be listed as an
endangered species. Current limits per day are two fish! The
ESA Endangered Species Listing would mean no bluefin catch
would be allowed off our shores.
This move was opposed by a number of our well known recreational organizations including CSA, ASA, Coastside etc. The
questions raised would make a marine biologist stumble! From
the various sources I consulted we can come up with this simplification.. The BFT caught on the west coast represent but a
small part of the overall catch. Mainly they seem to be targeted
in the western Pacific and in particular the Sea of Japan. Most
of the fish have not had a chance to spawn and their spawning
biomass has been greatly reduced.
My not unsupported guess as to the solution revolves around
better international management of these fish. This will take
better efforts on the part of national management and pressure
put on the Western and Central Pacific Commissions as well as
the IATTC (Inter American Tropical Tuna Commission). Good
Luck! My support is for those organizations that interact with
these bodies. The NMFS will hopefully rely on all scientific information available before making a decision.

u MEXICAN MARINE RESERVE: Mid September saw
several news announcements regarding a major biosphere region. The creation of a coastal reserve was made public after a
UN Biodiversity Conference which Mexico hosted at Cancun. It
encompasses 2.7 million acres and includes 21 islands and 97
inlets. It includes the Coronados near San Diego. The Revilla
Gigedos, at the tip of Baja already have their separate reserve.
Details of how this will impact fishing along this area have not
yet been announced…Stay tuned!

u NOAA REPORTS ON SEAFOOD CONSUMPTION:
Figures fo 2015 show that Americans increased their per capita
use of seafood in 2015 by 1 pound to 15.5 lbs. Startingly about
90% of US Seafood is imported although some of this includes
domestic catches that are processed elsewhere and then shipped
to the US. US consumes $96 Billion on fishery products in 2015
this includes $64.8 billion spent in restaurants. These are NOAA
estimates!
Comments or contributions would be welcome:
Eric Rogger wstridge@aol.com

John Ballotti Appointed to the
Marine Protected Areas Federal
Advisory Committee
The Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere has appointed John Ballotti to a 4 year term on the 20
member Marine Protected Areas Federal Advisory Committee (MPA FAC) to represent the interests and perspectives of recreational anglers. John is a member of the
Coastal Conservation Association (CCA) California Board
of Directors and Executive Committee, president of the Los
Angeles chapter of CCA California, and a member of the
board of directors of the Los Angeles Rod and Reel Club.
He was a member of the South Coast Regional Stakeholder
Group during the California Marine Life Protection Act
(MLPA) implementation process.

John received strong support and endorsement from the
American Sportfishing Association (ASA), Coastal Conservation Association National, Coastal Conservation As4

sociation California, and the Coastside Fishing Club.

MPA FAC advises NOAA (Commerce) and the Department
of Interior on ways to strengthen the nation’s system of Marine Protected Areas (MPAs). It includes representatives of
diverse stakeholder groups, including scientists, academia,
commercial fishermen, recreational
anglers, divers, state and tribal resource managers, the energy and
tourism industries, and environmentalists. John is one of only two in the
United States from the recreational
community appointed to this committee for the coming term.

PUERTO VALLARTA SUCCESS!

By Chas Schoemaker

smooth and uneventful flight transported us from
LAX to the idyllic world of Puerto Vallarta. A short cab
ride later and the six of us were sipping cool beverages at the marina restaurant as we waited for the
Success to restock the boat for our trip. The general
consensus was life that was good and the fishing part
of the trip had not yet even started.

A

The limited load of six on the charter arranged by
Larry Brown for a boat which takes 12 on it overnight
trips from San Diego ensured that there was plenty of
bunk space, as well as storage areas for luggage. We
were traveling light since the Success boat provides
fishing gear. Boat equipment was an 80 pound outfit
and 130 pound outfit for each angler, an Avet 30 and
an Avet 50 with Seeker rail rods. The targeted
species was big yellow fin tuna.
An overnight run brought us to El Banco by the Tres
Marias Islands. Fishing started in the dark at 3 am
making squid. After enough were boated, the catching part of the trip took off on a gallop, with five fish up
to 170 pounds by daylight for the boat. For me, a big
tuna in the dark on a PL68 was a great way to start
the trip.

JANUARY 2017

Massive amounts of tuna, as wide as the sonar band
and 10 fathoms in depth, were metered, but they had
lockjaw. Balloons, kite rigs, sinker rigs, fly lined caballito, fly lined squid, a heavy jig, everything we had
was out there, but no takers. We moved to meet a
big bird school coming towards the boat, metering
more tonnage of fish, but again no biters. We plunked
away, waiting for conditions to improve, or chased
bird schools.

The beauty of a trip with four days of fishing is that it
allows enough time for favorable conditions to develop. Our final morning book ended our first day, this
time with six fish on the boat by sunrise. My estimated 150 pounder came on the JRI-8. It was a good
jig, getting bumped then inhaled on the drop by another fish, which eventually chewed through the line.
The plunker bite of big tuna on the kite or balloon
lasted throughout our final day. For me the trip ended
with a bang, with another big fish on the balloon at
sunset. For more info on the Success, go to
successsportfishing.com.

A delicious breakfast, the first of a series of delicious
meals, fortified us for the rest of the morning. The
tuna decided to rest after sunrise, not yielding to the
temptation of lively caballitos or fresh large squid.
Nate practiced his form on a dorado and a sailfish,
and a couple school size tuna were added to the
larder. Two more excellent meals and then it was nap
time, until the process started all over again at 3 am
the next morning.

Repeating the drill, after making squid, the sinker rigs
and heavy jigs were deployed. Using a glow-in-thedark JRI – 8 Cow Killer jig, Larry Brown brought a
tuna to the decks that taped out at 228 pounds. After
another gorgeous sunrise and another great breakfast, we were back at the rail, where Art landed a 100
pound class tuna.
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Two Trips to Guadalupe on the
Royal Polaris
By Mark Peranich

T

his past fall I was fortunate enough to fish two long
range fishing trips. Both trips were on the Royal Polaris and
both trips were limited loads. The first trip was a 10 day in
the middle of October. When you fish a 10 day in October
you expect to fish the “Ridge” and the” Alejos Rocks, stopping
at Cedros Island on the way home.That is not how this trip
went. When we left Point Loma we headed directly to Ensenada where we checked into Mexican customs. From
there we headed 16 hours south to fish yellowtail near
Canoas. Fishing there was a little slow and there was not
much sign of life so we continued south to the “Alejos Rocks”.
When we arrived around 11:00am the American Angler
was still there so we headed west to the “Alejos Banks”
where we found the Wahoo ready and willing to play. The
plan was to troll Mauraders, stop on jig strikes, then throw
bombs, jigs and live bait. The best pattern for Mauraders
was tony the tiger, black/orange and black/purple. The best
bomb, hands down were Captain Jimmy Bombs in green.
Jigs and live bait worked fair at best.We fished for a day and
a half and everyone had plenty of opportunities to catch
fish. I personally caught one wahoo on the first 1/2 day and
three wahoo on the second day, all coming on Captain
Jimmy Bombs rigged with 130# flouro. The only things that
slowed the wahoo bite were stripped marlin and sharks.
Both were unwelcomed and annoying.That evening we departed the “Rocks’ and headed northwest to Guadalupe Island. We arrived approximately 30 hours later in the middle

of the night, slept a few short hours on anchor and started
fishing at sunrise.
This was my first trip to Guadalupe Island and truly different from anywhere that I’ve ever fished before. It’s a vol6

canic island out in the
middle of the ocean with
few beaches and straight
up and down rock formations. You will sometimes
fish within 50 yards from
the shore, in less than 200
ft. of water and catch tuna
in the 75lb to 125lb class.
On both of my trips all tuna were caught on fly lined sardines. Depending on the day we fished flouro top shots of
60, 80 and 100lb test line worked best with 2/0 – 4/0 circle
hooks. When the fish got finicky we dropped down to 2/0
Gamagatsu J hooks. The down side to small hooks were
that they easily pulled from the fish.When you were able to
get your bait through the seals and lucky enough to get bit
you had to get them through the sharks that were always
lurking under the boat. When there were 2 – 4 fish on at a
time your odds were significantly better to land your fish.
On my first trip I went 2 for 4 and on the second trip, I did
a bit better, landing 4 of 6.
The yellowtail fishing was much better on the first trip
than the second one. There were a few yellows taken on
yoyo jigs with 50/60 lb. test flouro but most were caught on
the dropper loop. We used 100lb test mono or flouro, 24
oz to 28 oz lead and 8/0 – 10/0 circle hooks. I brought a 765
H Grafighter with an Avet EX 30 and was gravely mistaken.
I went 0 for 3 on yellowtail, “rocked “ every time. The reel
was good but the rod was to soft. You have just a few moments to get them off the bottom or it’s over.
My second trip was a 6 day trip and went first to Ensenada and then directly to Guadalupe. This trip was similar
to the first trip except that the weather was much colder.
Rather than fishing in shorts and t shirts we fished in down
vests, jackets and hoodies. The kite was much more effective on this trip as well. All in all, both were great trips and
I have already booked a Guadalupe Island trip for next year
aboard the Royal Polaris. Fishing the RP with 20 guys is really special.
There is one last thing to mention about Guadalupe Island and that is about the Great White sharks. I have many
pictures of the sharks and of the damage that they can do
to a 125lb tuna but we all promised to keep pictures off so-

cial media. I would suggest to
everyone to get out to Guadalupe
and see these magnificent animals.
Watching them on National Geographic doesn’t do them justice.
These animals are 15 to 20 feet
long and weigh thousands of
pounds. They will cruise effortlessly off the side of the boat and
tilt to one side as to look at everyone of us as he goes by.When they
eat the fish that you have been
fighting for the last hour they do it
with no drama. They simply swim
up to your fish, open their mouth
and close it.There is no head shaking. Everything except the head is
gone and sometimes they take the
entire fish. A once in a life time “must see”.

Chum Line Advertising

Do you have a business that fellow members would be
interested in? If so, place an ad in the monthly Chum Line!!

Advertising Pricing
1/8 page: $20 per month or $240/year
1/4 page: $40 per month or $480/year
1/2 page: $80 per month or $960/year
Full page: $160 per month or $1920/year
Buy 12 months and get one month free!

Checks should be made payable to LARRC. The ad will
be published once payment and graphics are received.

Contact Sophia (fishnsoph@gmail.com) or
Donald (donald@dgoldsobel.com) for more information.
Thank you!!

Health and Happiness
inda Simon is our contact for "Health and Happiness"
please contact her either by phone (818-980-7470) or
email (simonmurphy08@sbcglobal.net) for any information
about our club members/family - i.e., happy or sad news;
health issues; graduation or congratulations, etc.

L
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CALENDAR
Board Meeting

FEBRUARY 20, 2017

Social Hour: 6:00pm Meeting: 7:00pm
94th Aero Squadron
16320 Raymer St., Van Nuys, CA 91406

u
66th ANNUAL BANQUET
FEBRUARY 26, 2017
Braemar Country Club
10:00am

u
SAVE THE DATES
2017
FEBRUARY 19, 2017
Fishing Gear Event
Malibu Fish ‘n’ Tackle

FEBRUARY 26, 2017
Annual Awards Banquet
Breamar Country Club

ApRil 7, 2017

Lou Berke Trout Derby

MAY 7, 2017

Annual Family Picnic
Lake Sherwood

JUNE 10, 2017
Annual Kids’ Trip
Pierpoint Landing

JUlY 17, 18, 19, 2017

King of the Club Tournament
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LARRC Pacific Dawn Rock Fishing Trip,
Channel Islands
T

JANUARY 2017

he “Fishing Ekdahl’s” Carl, Kris and myself joined Charter Master Reza Malekzadeh and other club members on
the October 21st, 2016 Pacific Dawn trip to the Channel
Islands out of Ventura Harbor.We left on Thursday the 20th
and fished on Friday the 21st. I really like this format as it
gives you the rest of the weekend to prepare and package
your fish and then enjoy cooking some with the family. My
family arrived on Wednesday and I took off a little early on
Thursday so we could hit the road from Glendora to Ventura before traffic really became bad.
We made good time and got there early enough to get
checked in and have a very nice dinner at the Rhumb Line
restaurant right there at the landing. Great food, drink and
service put us in a festive mood and we were ready to get
on board the Pacific Dawn. I really like the way Reza runs
the show by sending out the bunk assignments in advance
so we all know where to stow our gear with no stress.The
Pacific Dawn has added more shelving on deck for tackle
boxes and that is very convenient. Captain Pat Cavanaugh
runs a smooth operation and he and his crew are fun to be
with. It was great to see Fernando and Man Dog Mike again.
We got settled, rigged up for the next morning, had some
wine that Kris brought and hit the hay. Sleep came soon as
we had good weather and the boat made its way up the
channel smoothly.
Friday morning we woke up to the smell of coffee and
the beginnings of breakfast. I so love the morning of a fishing trip; getting the boots and sunscreen on, choosing the
beanie or the cap depending on how cold or windy it might
be and snapping on the fishing belt with plier and hand
towel. Not unlike knights of old donning their armor in
preparation for battle… OK, great image but it is only rock
fishing after all… Little did I know about the toothy monsters we would encounter later that afternoon…
After some coffee, the break of daylight and some
thoughtful boat maneuvering by Pat we were over our first
spot and Pat said “let them go!” we were fishing! It was
not long before some quality Vermillion Reds started to
come over the side and thunk down on the deck. Man Dog
Mike was as usual very attentive to my Dad to make sure
he was doing alright, I appreciate that! And so it went for
about 3 or 4 hours and we all had our limits of Rock Fish
and it was time to go look for Ling Cod.

Pat and Fernando instructed us to switch out the two
hook rigs and go with a straight dropper loop and use bait
fish instead of squid for the Lings.This formula worked very
well as we bounced our 8 oz. torpedoes in relatively shallow water for the “Dragons of the Deep.” There were
some fierce battles played out on deck, these suckers were
big, nasty, mean hard fighting fish. I got a big kick out of
watching both Kris and Dad fight and land quality Ling Cod
and I managed to catch my limit of three too.
Finally it was time to head back to the landing and we
enjoyed a very good lunch of extremely fresh blackened
rockfish prepared by the cook on the way home, he did a
great job with the food all trip. I very much enjoyed fishing
with my family, fellow LARRC members and Pat’s crew; it
is always a dependably great time and we have signed up
for the October 2017 trip!

805-496-7332

www.malibufishntackle.com
Tom Trainer

3166 E. Thousand Oaks Blvd.
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362
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CALLING ALL COOKS
Donald Goldsobel’s

Lee Harris found this neat variation on poke that
takes it in the direction of healthy nachos. Try it
and tell us about how you made it your own.

Tex-Mex Poke (10 -15 appetizers)

2 lbs tuna, small cubes (keep your tuna cubes cold
in the refrigerator while making the poke sauce)

1 bag fried Mexican corn chips

¼ cup Mexican Crema, or sour cream

3 tablespoons soy sauce

2 chipotle peppers in adobo sauce, finely chopped

4 stalks of green onions

1 bundle of cilantro

Coarse black pepper

ground cayenne pepper (mild chill powder is always optional!)

small pac of white sesame seeds

1. To make the poke, add the Mexican crema, soy
sauce and chipotle in a medium sized bowl and
mix. Now add the fish, and mix again.

2. Place 3 or 4 chips on a plate and top with dollop
of poke. Sprinkle on green onions, cilantro, black
pepper, sesame seeds and cayenne pepper.
Now eat!
10

Nick Ekdahl suggests...

This is the fish taco/fish fry we had the following Sunday after the trip.
The recipe:

It is best to fry the fish outdoors if possible. I use the
wok burner on my outdoor BBQ to heat the oil. Use
caution when working with hot oil.

Trim Ling Cod fillets, cut in to small taco size pieces.
To coat 4 lbs. Ling Cod pieces, use 1 box Beer Batter
Mix, 1 box Tempura Mix and two bottles of ice cold
beer, preferably craft beer.

Heat vegetable oil to 375 Degrees F, use a candy
thermometer to maintain 375; adjust burner as necessary.
Carefully add fish, several pieces at a time, to hot oil.
Fry 3 to 5 minutes,
turning once to brown
evenly, until fish is
golden brown and
flakes easily with a
fork. Drain on paper
towels.
Heat corn or flour tortillas on grill or griddle to your
liking. Add fish, Pico de Gallo, angle hair shredded
cabbage, crema, guacamole and hot sauce of your
choosing.

This recipe will make enough fish tacos to feed 6 to 8
people well, adjust as need to fit the size of your party.
Enjoy!

MEMBERS AND THEIR CATCH

JANUARY 2017

CALSTAR
G LOOMIS
CUSTOM ROD BUILDING
AND COMPONETS
ROD AND REEL REPAIR
ROD BUILDING CLASSES
LIVE BAIT
COLEMAN REPAIR
6743 SEPULVEDA BLVD
VAN NUYS, CA 91411

TEL•818•994•1822 FAX•818•994•0086

www.bobsandsfishingtackle.com
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CHARTERS 2017
DATE Destination

Feb 10- Red Rooster lll
Feb 26 16 days or 13 dasy with “Fly Back” option

AvailabilIty

contact

May 26 Pacific Dawn Overnight Charter

Limited Load
Cost: $5,150.00

WAIT LIST

www.redrooster3.com
619-224-3857, Christina

Giant tuna at Hurricane Bank, Buffer Zone or PV
Ventura Sportfishing - Rock fish/Lings possible
white sea bass. Limited Load 17
Trip leaves night before. Not Included-Fish cleaning & drinks

Jun 10- Royal Star
Jun 17 Leaves and returns on a Saturday and back in time for
Father’s Day. One of the best deals of the year

OPEN

email for wait list
Cost: $285.00*
*Fuel surcharge may apply

Red Rooster III

Reza Malekzadeh

drpdlmalek@yahoo.com
562-824-7727

FEW SPOTS

Royal Star
Intrepid

Cost: $2,025.00

www.royalstarsportfishing.com
619-224-2764, Tracy

Jul 4Jul 8

Intrepid

FEW SPOTS

Jul 29Aug 5

Intrepid

SOLD OUT

Intrepid

SOLD OUT

Red Rooster III

SOLD OUT

Royal Star

Just added charter on the amazing Intrepid!
Right in the middle of what should be an amazing season.
Think tuna, yellows, and maybe even some albacore!
Need I say more? The newest and one of the nicest
boats in the fleet. Soft drinks and Mexican permits included
BFT, YFT, Yellowtail and Dorado.

Aug 20- Red Rooster Five Day!
Aug 25 Shared Charter. Perfect dates, boat and crew

Target Species: Bluefin, Yellowfin, Yellowtail and Dorado

Sep 30- Royal Star
Oct 7
Leaves and returns on a Saturday. Think Guadalupe!
Tuna, BIG Yellows and Wahoo

May 26 Pacific Dawn Overnight Charter
Oct 29Nov 8
Dec 3

Still some great spots open.
Let’s make it another LARRC trip
Cost: $1,795.00
Wait List
Cost: $3,225.00

Wait List
Cost: $2,050
Wait List
Cost: $2,750

WAIT LIST

Ventura Sportfishing - Rock fish/Lings possible
white sea bass. Limited Load 17
Trip leaves night before. Not Included-Fish cleaning & drinks

email for wait list
Cost: $285.00*
*Fuel surcharge may apply

10-day trip means The Ridge, Alijos Rocks, Mag Bay
and the Lower Banks. What a great Fall trip!

Cost: $4,025.00

Ventura Sportfishing - Rock fish/Lings possible
white sea bass. Limited Load 17
Trip leaves night before. Not Included-Fish cleaning & drinks

email for wait list
Cost: $285.00*
*Fuel surcharge may apply

Intrepid

Pacific Dawn Overnight Charter

OPEN

WAIT LIST

www.fishintrepid.com
619-224-4088, Steve
www.fishintrepid.com
619-224-4088, Steve
www.redrooster3.com
619-224-3857, Christina
Mike Hartt
818-416-1885 mhartt@att.net
www.royalstarsportfishing.com
619-224-4764 Tracy

Reza Malekzadeh

drpdlmalek@yahoo.com
562-824-7727

Intrepid

www.fishintrepid.com
619-224-4088 Steve

Reza Malekzadeh

drpdlmalek@yahoo.com
562-824-7727

NOTE:

LARRC members signing up for club charters are obligated to pay full fare in the event they cannot make the trip. The club will attempt to fill your space and
you may try to do the same in a timely manner. There may be surcharges this year based on fuel price increases. Bunks are assigned by the charter master in
order received. So book early! If you have any special needs please make the charter master aware of them at the time of booking.

Contact Mike Hartt or Ted Feit
LARRC Club Charters in BLUE Larry Brown Shared Charters in GREEN Malibu Fish’n Tackle, Wayne Caywood Shared Charters in ORANGE
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Los Angeles Rod & Reel Club

Tog
e

ther Since 1950

c/o Donald Goldsobel
23781 Burton Street
West Hills, CA 91304
Email: donald@dgoldsobel.com
Phone: 818-970-4578

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

Contact John Ballotti at 310-995-3592
Email: johnballotti1@gmail.com

hum Line

Published by the Los Angeles Rod & Reel Club @ www.larrc.org
Facebook: www.facebook.com/LosAngelesRodandReelClub
Editors: Sophia Huynh (fishnsoph@gmail.com) & Donald Goldsobel (donald@dgoldsobel.com)

2016 OFFICERS

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Historian

Donald Goldsobel
Michael Hartt
Mark Manculich
John Rhind
Joel Steinman

Richard Stone
Reza Malekzadeh
John Ballotti
William Davis
Sophia Huynh
Joe Mahfet, Jr.

Tom Speirs
Ted Feit
Donald Goldsobel
Brett Goldberg
Michael Hartt

2016 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

2016 FOUNDATION TRUSTEES

Chas Schoemaker, Chairman
David Levinson
Joel Steinman
Michael Godfrey
Cathy Needleman
Randy Sharon
Mark Manculich

2016 COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSONS

Annual Picnic
Awards Banquet 2017
By-laws and Legal
Charters
Chum Line Editors
Communications
Dinner Meetings
Dinner Speakers
Elections
Environmental Affairs
Fishing Records
Fly Fishing
Louis Berke Trout Derby
Health and Happenings
Membership
Raffles
Surf Fishing
Tax Consultant
Webmaster
Trips:
Kids' Fishing Trip
King of the Club
Marine Mentors' Trip
Veterans’ Trip
Trophies
Yearbook

Rob Baldwin & Ted Feit
Donald Goldsobel
Randy Sharon
Michael Hartt & Ted Feit
Sophia Huynh & Donald Goldsobel
Scott Schiffman & Mike Godfrey
Mike Godfrey
John Ballotti
Mark Manculich
Eric Rogger
Joel Steinman
Rob Baldwin
Steve Simon
Linda Simon
John Ballotti
Scott Schiffman & Emilio Rebollar
Nick Ekdahl
Sherwood Kingsley
John Ballotti
Donald Goldsobel
John Ballotti & Chas Schoemaker
Scott Schiffman
Steve Simon
Sophia Huynh
Donald Goldsobel

